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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem - The purpose of this study is to compile, 
tabulate, and analyze a list of spelling errors from all of the written 
work of pupils in three third grades for a period of eight weeks. 
Justification of the Problem - This problem is justified according 
to Brittain and Fitzgerald1 who claim: 
There is a lack of agreement in authors findings, par-
ticularly of the word lists. There is still need for 
further investigations of child writing at .various grade 
levels. 
Masters2 stated: 
Among the problems which are in need of study in the 
field of spelling instruction, analysis of the types and 
causes of errors is surely of great value. Attempts to 
discover haw best to teach difficult words cannot be very 
profitable until investigations have first determined the 
frequencies of the various types of .difficulties and the 
words in which they are found. 
Further evidence of the need for this type of study was mentioned 
by McKee) 
1 
There is a need for investigations which will determine 
the spelling difficulty of words known to be used conmonl.y' 
and frequentl.1'. Careful tabulation of important errors 
found in the spontaneous writings of children should fur-
nish data on the spelling .difficulty of individual words. 
Brittain, Francis J. and Fitzgerald, James A. "The Vocabulary and 
Spelling Errors of Second. Grade Children's Themes. n Elementary 
English Review 19:43; February 1929. 
2 Masters, Harry A. A Study of Spellii!S_ Erro:t:s• University of Iowa 
Studies, No. 4. Iowa City, Iowa: University of Iowa; 1927. p.7. 
3 McKee, Paul. "Research Value in Children's Writing Vocabularies." 
Elementary E)nglish Review 7:22; March 1930. 
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2. II 
It is this writer's opinion that children make a large number of I 
errors in all types of writing activities. It would seem that a study 
o! this nature would provide a sound basis for planning an effective I I instructional program in spelling. It is also hoped that this study I will indicate the need for supplementary and individual spelling lists. ·I 
jl Since the purpose of this study is to compile, analyze, and tabu-
' late spelling errors, the next chapter will include related research. 
I 
!I 
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CHAPTER II 
RELATED RESEARCH 
The research in this chapter will be concerned with spelli ng 
errors, methods of teaching, and selection of words. 
It was Hollingsworth•s1 observation that children of the same 
mental ability, the same IQ, and the same school training, may differ 
from each other very greatly in ability to spell; that a child of good 
intellectual quality may fall far below a child of poor intellectual 
quality in spelling ability. 
In an early study of spelling errors of fifteen fifth grade pupils 
who were considered deficient in spelling, Hollingsworth2 reached the 
following conclusion& 
1 
2 
Knowledge of meaning is probably in and of itself an 
im:pO!"tant determinant of error in spelling; that children 
lrl.~l probably produce about. 66-2/3 per .cent. more misspell-
ings in writing words of the meaning of which they are 
ignorant or uncertain .than they will . pro:iuce in writing 
words, the meaning of :which .they know • 
Hollingsworth, Leta. The Psycholo~ of Special Disability in 
S~llS• Contributions to Educaton, No.88 .• . . New York: Teachers 
Co iege1 Columbia. University; 1918. p.l5. 
Ibid. p. 57. 
=====#:==-=-~=-=-=--=:;:..-=·~ ====--=-=-=-=-=--=--=-=-=--=====-------·--=-======lF==-= -4. 
From working with 275 children who were in need of remedial work 
in spelling, Davisl noted their five most frequent difficulities. 
1. The child has not mastered the steps in learning to 
spell a word. 
2. He writes poorly. 
3. He does not associate the sound of letters or the 
syllables with the spelling of the word. 
4. He has a bad attitude toward spelling. 
5. He cannot pronounce the words being studied. 
Speer,2 in another early study, made an analysis of 104 words 
misspelled by 300 prima.ry-school children in the City of Baltimore. 
This study was made in an effort to determine why misspellings occur. 
This analysis revealed that the most prolific causes of error in spell-
ing in these words are "lapses", analogies of various sorts, pronuncia-
tiona, and obscure vowels. 
From this study Sp~er3 concludes: 
Most misspellings seem to group thems.elves around certain 
crucial points and are not identical with spelling rule in 
more than fifty per cent of the cases, the best advice that 
can be given is to direct attention to the crucial points in 
specific words. 
1 Davis, Georgia. "R~medial Work in Spelling." Elementary School 
Journal 27:615; April 1927. 
2 Speer, Dorothy. "An Analysis or the Sources of Errors in 104 Words 
Misspelled by Primary School Children in the City of Baltimore." 
Elementary School Journal 16:362; January 1928. --
3 Ibid. p. 372. 
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kinds of mistakes which pupils make while learning to spell. A total 
or 5,196 papers were collected fran second grade pupils in the Indiana 
Public Schools to freshmen in college and 18,840 spelling errors were 
classified• Allong the eighteen=·types or errors were omission, antici-
pation of letters, transposition, addition, carelessness, doubling the 
wrong letter, phonetic spelling, interference of associations, and 
substitutions. 
Spelling errors, according to Hildreth2 occur most frequently in 
the middle and next in the terminal syllables. They occur frequently 
in words that are mispronounced; inaccurately syllabicated and in those 
words containing silent letters. It has been her observation that 
words containing several of the same letters prove to be harder to 
learn t.han words containing letters that are all different. Hildreth 
claims that non-phonetic words cause the Jiost trouble and says that 
spelling sight words phonetically is a common tendency in young children 
Pease3 gathered social science notebooks from sixty-two children 
in all seventh grades and tabulated the spelling errors. She founi 
that: 
1 Book, William F. and Harter, Richard s. "Mistakes Which Pupils Make 
in Spelling." Journal of Educational Research 19:lo6; February 1929. 
2 Hildreth Gertrude. "Spelling Errors." The Implications of Research 
for the dlassroom Teaclier. Washington: Ra'tionh Eaucation Associa-
tion; 1939. p. 162. 
3 Pease, Marion. "Spelling Errors in Social Science Notebooks." 
===:11= _ S~m*ll,~U . EngMJb, !eview= 16:2Q,; F.:~l"1,1~ 1212=· == 
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It is Spachetsl opinion that casual inspection of almost any 
child's spelling paper reveals that omissions, additions, and substi-
tutions comprise the majority if not all the spelling errors. 
Archer2 was concerned with transfer of spelling in his study and 
came to this conclusion: 
In the light of the evidence, it is probable that the 
closer the similarity, of forms, the greater the transfer. 
There must be a place reached when the element in common 
becomes so small that .transfer takes place only occasion-
ally or to a small extent. . It is probable that as words 
become more dissimilar 1 positive transfer becomes less and 
less. 
In considering the cause of failure of · transfer, Durrell3 states: 
One cause of failure of transfer is inadequate mastery 
of the word. The child may spell the word accurately by 
chance or by paying careful attention to it during the 
lesson. When he is writing a composition, however, his 
ideas distract his attention from the correct spelling of 
the word. Analysis of this difficulty consists of noticing 
whether words misspelled in composition were previously 
spelled correctly in the spelling lesson. 
When errors are being tabulated, Durrell4 feels that it should be 
noted whether the errors relate to words spelled phonetically or to 
words that are spelled unphonetically. It is the author's belief that 
presence of many misspellings that are correct phonetic representations 
usually indicates over attention to sounds or an attempt to reason out 
a word's spelling rather than an automatic response to the ward. 
l Spache, George. "A Crltical Analysis of Various Methods of Classify-
ing Spelling Errors. " The Journal of Educational Psychologz 31:111. 
2 Archer 1 Clifford P. Transfer of Training in seylling. University of 
Iowa ·studies in Education, No.5. Iowa City, owa: University of 
Iowa; 1930. p. 59. 
3 Durrell, Donald. Readin Abilities. New York: 
4 
World Book Company. 
Ibid. P• 276. 
T. 
In an attempt to find the difference between good and poor 
Spachel derrived data from 2S average and 2S poor spellers from grades 
three to grade five. From this study the following conclusions were 
drawn: 
1. Statistically significant differences appear in several 
error types. 
2. Average spellers make a greater per cent of phonetic 
additions of single letters and phonetic substitutions 
for a syllable. 
3. Although differences are not whol~ reliable, average 
spellers make more total additions while poor. spellers 
exceed in the percentage of omission of sounded letters 
and syllables, total non-phonetic substitutions, incom-
plete and unrecognizable spellings • . 
4. With the exception of dipthongs, where there is no 
difference, all errors of nollf!!wphonetic substitution 
are made in greater number by poor spellers. · 
5. Average spellers tend . to make more phonetic errors and 
poor spellers - more errors of non-phonetic variety. 
A study was conducted by Guiler2 to determine why pupils at upper 
grades are misspelling words which come into .children's vocabularies at 
an early age. The writer felt that the main reason why these words had 
not been mastered might lie in the failure to single ou~ these particu-
lar words so that they could be given adequate s.tudy and practice. As 
1 Spache, George. "Characteristic Errors of Good and Poor Spellers." 
Journal of Educational Research 34:182, 186...187; November 1940. 
2 Guiler, w. s. "Primary Grade Words Frequently Misspelled by Higher 
Grade Pupils." Elementary School Jourrial 44:295; January 1944. 
========~====~==========-~=-=~~~~==============================~~====--
8. 
result of this study, a table was constructed presenting the words among 
the 4, 000 in most common use which come into the children's vocabulary 
in the kindergarten and primary grades, and those which are misspelled 
b,y five per cent or more of pupils in grade eight. 
Van Deusenl compiled, tabulated and analyzed a list of spelling 
errors from all of the written work of seventy-five pupils in two third 
grades for a period of eight weeks. ·In analyzing the most frequent 
errors in the words of highest frequency in this study, the majority of 
errors are errors of omission and substitution and spelling errors are 
more frequent in supplementary words. 
In similar studies, Relihan, 2 Goins,3 and. Fuller4 also found that 
the majority of errors are those of omission and substitution and 
errors appear more frequently in supplementary words. 
l . 
Van Deusen, A. E. "A Compilation, Tabulation and Analysis of 
Spelling Errors in Grade Three." Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University School of Education; 1947. p.3l. 
2 . 
Relihan, Kathleen. "A Compilation, Tabulation, and Analysis of 
Errors in Grade Three." Unpublished Master's Thesis. 
Boston University School of Education; 1947. p. 33. 
3 
4 
Spelling 
Boston: 
Goins, Louise. "A Compilation, Tabulation, and Analysis of Spelling 
Errors in Grade Two." Unpublished .Master's Thesis. Boston: Bcston 
University School of Education; 1952. p. 40. 
Fuller, Marion. "A Compilation, Tabulation, and Analysis of Spelling 
Errors in Grade Four." Unpublished Master's Thesis. Boston: Boston 
University School of .Education; 1946. p. 41. 
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Elnerson•s1 findings fran a similar study, differed from the other 
writers in that the largest number of errors were phonetic; substitu-
tion and omission were second and third. 
All of .these writers .are in agreement that spelling errors are 
frequent in supplementary words. 
Johnson2 reported on a study made by the National Curriculum 
Associates in an. effort to determine the spelling difficrulties of 
children in the elementary grades .to see if they have changed in the I 
past twenty yean~. Cooperating school systems in all forty-eight states I 
were asked . to submit . creative. writings of children. The writings of I 
1.4,643 children were contributed by 199 school systems. From this 
study, it was found that the following three factors seemed to enter 
into causes of misspelling: 
1. Imperfection. of configura! perception. 
2. Inability to standardize patterns of words and make them 
consistently dominant. 
3. Voids in persistency of effort. 
1 Emerson, Mabel. "A Compilation, Tabulation, and Analysis of Spelling 
Errors in Grade Two." Unpublished Master's .Thesis. Boston; Boston 
University School of Educ.ation; 1952. p. ilo. 
2 Johnson, Leslie. "One Hundred Words Most Often Misspelled by 
Children in Elementary Grades." Journal of Educational Research 
44:154; October 1950. 
10. 
In conducting a study of the demons in spel11ng1 Fitzgerald1 found 
the following five words as representative of the four types of demons 
misspelled frequently and persistent~ in the running writing of 
elementary school children: 
1. Easy words such as "and" and "the" used frequently. 
2. Difficult words such as "friend" and "received" with the 
confusing ei or ie combination. 
3. Possessives 
4. Homonyms such as too, two, their and there 
5. Contractions 
It is Bloomer's2 feeling that children do not learn to spell, nor 
are they likely to use those words which they don't unierstand. Follow-
ing are general rules which he suggests for selecting spelling words 
for the teacher: 
1. The longer a word is, the more difficult it is. The 
teacher should determine what length word the pupils can 
handle easily and present to them .words of similar length. 
2. Words with double vowels are es.pecially hard. The teacher 
should compensate for this difficulty by presenting double 
voweled words which are at least . two letters shorter than 
the . usual c.lass level. 
3. Words with double consonants seem to be difficult to spell. 
The teacher should present words with double letters which 
are a letter or two shorter than the usual class length. 
1 Fitzgerald, James A. "Spelling Words .Difficult for Children in Grade 
II-VI." Elementary School Journal 53:225~22.8; December 1952. 
2 Bloomer, R. H. "Word Length and Complexity Variables in .Spelling 
Difficulty." Journal of Educational .Research 49:534; March 1956. 
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4. Words with hyphens and apostrophes are more difficult 
to spell. 
u. 
S. Children will tend to confuse certain sounds. The teacher 
should differentiate these sounds clearly.· 
6. Do not avoid words which present difficulty, but do not 
seek them .out as .we once did _ with spelling demons. 
Richmondl conducted a recent study to determine the spelling 
needs of the pupils of a sixth grade class . through classroom research 
and experimentation. It also attempted to suggest procedures for 
spelling instruction to meet those needs by utilizing the implications 
ot scientific investigation and expert opinion. Forty-one sixth grade 
pupils were asked to write creative stories and then the results were 
A few significant findings that the writer mentioned were: 
General verbal and linguistic retardation is a major 
cause of poor spelling. 
Most of the spelling errors which sixth grade children 
make in spontaneous writing are individual errors. 
The spelling errors repeated most frequently are either 
errors repeated b,y different pupils or .individual rep-
etitions b,y the same individual pupil. 
The words needed for sixth grade children's spontaneous 
writing can be met for the mos.t part, b,y a reliable core 
list supplemented. by individual ward lists checked for 
frequency of occurrence with a valid list. 
1 . 
Richmond, Amie E. "Children's Spelling Needs and the Implications 
of Research." Elementary English 33:505; December 1956. 
~~---·-=~----=-----~======~==== .:. 
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If the pupil. is to become successful. ~n spel.l.ing, Furness1 
bel.ieves that one of his tasks becomes that of acquiring basic skil.l.s 
of pronunciation - articul.atian, enunciation, and syllabication. In 
general she feels that the teacher's task becomes not so much the 
development of pronunciation as the correction of mistakes in spelling 
and the use of an appropriate teaching method to broaden the pupil's 
knowledge of words. 
Methods of Teaching Spelling. - Tirema.n2 conducted a study which 
was concerned with hard spots in spelling. Two lists of words were 
equated on the basis of accuracy and number of hard spots. In one list 
the hard spots were marked and in the other unmarked; each was given in 
turn to the same pupils. In interpreting the ccnclusions, Tirema.n 
states: 
Data showed that marking hard spots was of little or no 
value. The fact stands out that the pupils who studied words 
with hard spots marked made poorer scores than those who 
studied lists with words unmarked • . In other words, the 
peopl.e who advocate marking the hard spots are not onl.y 
suggesting a usel.ess device but possibly a harmful. one. 
It was the purpose of Gatest3 experiments to determine the value 
of a program which made no effort to encourage .or guide rationalization 
1 Furness, E. L. "Mispronunciation, Mistakes, and Method in Spel.ling." 
Elementary English, 33 :.511; December 19.56. 
2 
Tireman, L. s. Value of Marking Hard Spots in Spelling. Studies in 
Education, No. 4. fowa city, Iowa: University ot Iowa; 1931. p. 47. 
3 Gates, Arthur I. Generalization. and Transfer in S elli Bureau of 
Publications, New or Columbia University; 193 
II 
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a5 a specific 
" 
I or transfer. Each word in the latter group was treated 
spelling problem. In summarizing the conclusions of this study Gates 
states: 
!I 
II 
In general, it may be said that a broad and varied program 
of generalization, while it does not increase ability to 
spell the words studied during the .term more than the 
specific learning method, does tend to increase to som 
extent the power to spell new· words and especially to handle 
the specific derivatives and other elements to which the 
generalization program was especially directed. 
I Durrelll believes that the fundamental psychological skills under-II lying reading and spelling are similar and that since reading and spell-
1 ing functions are so closely allied, economy of effort warrants corre-
j lating the two subjects 1 especially among slow l.e arners . or in remedial 
classes. 
I In discuesing spelling methods, Durrell2 brought out that the 
I 
1 chief argument against the test study method is that the child ma;r 
! practice errors unless he is successful on the initial presentation. 
He recommends the test study method for the faster learners, while for 
slow learners, the presentation and study should precede testing. 
Prevention of spelling difficulties, according to Dolch3 is 
I 
provided for by: first, emphasis upon words to . be taught, a minimum 
list rather than a large one, and the teaching of special subject words 
i 
I 
,-1---------------12 Durrell, Donald. op. cit. P• 267. 
1 Ibid. p. 269. 
I 
13 Dolch, Edward W • Better SpelliDJ. Illinois: The Garrard Press, 1942. 
11 P• 256. - . . 
I 
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by special subject teachers; second# a method which automatically 
adaps itself to different kinds of words ani to children of different 
abilities. 
In reference to the correlation between reading and spell ing, Hornl 
says: 
It has been suggested that when new words are met in 
reading, the pupils take time to learn to spell them. While 
a good many words could undoubtedly be learned in this way, 
many would be words not likely to be used by children in 
their present and future writing. Most of the spelling 
errors in writing are made. on familiar rather than on strange 
words. This suggestion seems. objectionable, moreover, 
because it is likely to be unfavorable to development of 
good reading habits. 
He goes on to state: 
What is done with spelling .in connecti.on .with other 
language arts needs to be supplemented by direct, systematic 
instruction in spelling ability and for all pupils in the 
learning of difficult words. 
It is Fitzgeraldrs2 opinion that in an efficient method for 
learning to spell, the child learns to test his ability to visualize a 
word, to recall it .and to write it correctly. Such a method, the 
writer feels, improves his ability to test his work. He further 
claims: 
1 
Improvement in testing techniques ani atti.tudes f.acili tate 
spelling proficiency. Thus testing has a .key place in learn-
ing to spell. It leads to efficient study, to the use of the 
Horn, Ernest. "Experiences Which Develop Spelling Ability." National 
Education Association Journal 43:210; April 1954. 
2 Fitzgerald, James A. "EValuating Spelling Ability." National 
Catholic Education Association Bulletin 53:407; Janu~ 1957~ 
dictionaq and to the development or correct spelling and 
good usage in writing. 
Selection of Words - Tidymanl claimed that: 
The child should learn to spell words at approximately 
the time that he is going to use them. The question of the 
difficulty or the word as a principle or grading is 
secondary to that o.f use. In g.eneral, a wcrd should be 
placed in the grade where it is used and where it needs to 
be taught •. 
15. 
It is Breed's2 contention that the difficulty of spelling should 
have nothing to do with the determinati.on of the minimal spelling list. 
Difficulty, the author claims, is important for the organization of 
lesson units and for the guidance or . instructional emphasis; usage is 
important for the selection and gradation of words. 
Breed further feels that a spelling vocabulary based upon 
frequency of misspelling will differ considerably, other things being 
equal, from a spelling vocabulary based .on frequency of usage. 
Horn3 compiled a list of the 101 000 commonest words used in 
writing. It is the author's belief that the word list c<ntributes 
directly or indirectly to the solution of each of the four main prob-
le:ms in teaching spelling: 
1 Tidyma.n, Willard F. The Teaching of Spelling. New York: World Book 
Company; 1922. P• 109. 
2 Breed, Frederick. "What Words Should Children Be Taught to Spell?" 
Elemen~ School Journal 26:356; October 1926. 
) Horn, Ernest. "The Writing Vocabulary of Third Grade Children." 
Elementary English Review 8:21; January 1931. 
• 
16. 
1. It affords a scientific basis for selecting the words to 
be taught. 
2. It furnishes an important part ot the data by which the 
course of study can be properly graded. 
3. It makes possible the practical solution of many problem 
in method. 
4. It fumishes a scientifically determined list of words 
upon which spelling scales and tests may be constructed • 
Lorenzl felt that many investigations have been made of the 
writing vocabularies of adults.' and of children's themes, but that these 
do· not include all types of writing which the child should do and the 
topics used have often brought about a list of words which does not 
present the child's needs as well as do adult word lists. In order to 
determine the writing vocabularly for the third grade children, she 
collected for three years all the written w.ork done by three groups of 
third grade children under her supervision. A total of .1,678 written 
compositions, consisting of letters, reports, original verse, announce-
menta, book reviews, records, ·notes, and articles for a newspaper was 
obtained. There were 1 11.$1 letters. 
1 
Lorenz, Elsie. "The Writing Vocabulary of Third Grade Children." 
Elementary English Review 8:21; January 1931. 
II 
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Lorenzl further states that: 
1. The use of a vocabulary based upon adult needs as a basis 
for the selection of words for spelling lists for children 
if f'requently, cruciali ty and the difficulty of the words 
are coosidered, is justifiable. 
2 • Children of a third grade who are given an enriched 
course of study will have need for many words which they 
cannot spell as their reading and speaking vocabularies 
are larger than their spelling vocabulary. 
3. Special provision must be made by the learning of these 
words in other subjects or th.e teacher must spell the 
words for the children when these words are called into 
use. I 
I 
Cook2 conducted a study which dealt with the selection of items, 
I 
the selection of a test technique for presenting the items, and a method 
of determining the optimum number of items to be included in a test to 
.l 
be administered in a given length of time or the optimum time of 
administration for a given test. 
1 
2 
He reported this finding regarding the selection of items: 
Other factors being c cnstant, . the spelling test which 
measures general spelling ability most effectively is one 
which all the words are selected from a s.pelling scale at 
fifty per cent difficulty level. 
Ibid. p. 22. 
Cook, Walter. The Measurement .of General Spelling Ability Involvi~ 
Controlled Comparisons. Between Techniques. university of Iowa Stu es 
in Education, No. 6 • . Iowa City, Iowa.: . University of Iowa Press; 
1932. p. 98. 
====- ------· ------· 
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Through the findings of this study, Cook says that the implications 
are that pupils tend to learn to spell the words they use most frequen 
and which represent fundamental life interests. The writer feele that 
it is probable that many words of high . frequency could be omitted 
entirely from the course of study in spelling without impairing the 
spelling ability of the final elementary school product. This, the 
writer believes, would permit more time to be spent upon words of high 
frequency which persistently give difficulty or upon words of lower 
frequency than are now commonly included in the elementary spelling 
lists. 
Firtzgeraldl attempted in his study to present a crucial core 
vocabulary in language and spelling for grades two, three, four, five, 
and six. The one hundred most frequently misspelled words found in 
investigations of writing for each of the five grades were combined in 
a master demon list of the 222 difficult words obtained through previous 
studies. 
1 
From this study, he reached the following conclusions: 
1. The core vocabulary is important from _ the viewpoint of 
both frequency of use and frequency of difficulty. 
2. These 222 words and their repetitions make up sixty-
one per cent of the running of child writing in these 
investigations. 
Firtzgerald, James A. "A Crucial Core Vocabulary in Elementary School 
Language arrl Spelling." The American School Board Journal 103:22. 
19. 
3. These 222 words caused more than sixty-five per cent of 
the spelling errors in approximately 700,000 running 
words. 
4. It is evident that if the spelling of these comparatively 
simple words could be perfectly-mastered, much of the 
miBspelling in writing would disappear. These therefore 
are crucial word8. 
It is Artleyts1 belief that a uniform spelling list to be taught 
to all children of a particular grade is inadequate if we have regard 
for the way in which children develop. He feel8 that the spelling needs 
of children cannot be met by placing unlimited faith in prepared 
spelling lists and that written vocabulary grows out of a need for 
expression rather than out of_a speller. 
He stresses further that instead of trying from grade two to grade 
eight to teach 4,ooo to 5,500 words, . many of which will have little 
relation to the present writing needs of the children, we should teach 
a common core to everyone with imividual needs met through an indi-
vidual list that will be developed from words which the child requires 
in order to do his everyday writing. 
A test was constructed by Bradford2 which could be used to 
determine whether children at the end of grade one or ear~ in grade 
1 
2 
Artley, Sterl A. "Principles Applying to the Improvement of Spel.l.ing 
Ability." Elementarf School Journal 49:138, 140; November 1948. 
Bradford, Henry. "Ora1~Aural Differentiations Among Basic Speech 
Sounds as a Factor in Spelling Readiness." . El.ementary School 
Journa1 54:355; FebrUary 1954. 
20. 
two gave sufficient maturity and experience to discriminate among 
regularly spelled speech sounds contained in the words of a spelling 
vocabulary of first and second grade level. 
These conclusions were reached: 
Readiness to discriminate among regularly spelled speech 
sounds is not c.omplete with all children at the close of 
grade one. This ability can be measured by test and the 
ability is developmental in nature. If one accepts the newer 
theory that should proceed from the recognition of the oral-
aural elements of the child's spoken language, then these 
findings indicate that words which children in the beginning 
spelling program are encouraged to master should be s.elected 
in part, on the basis of the individual child's readiness to 
discriminate among the component speech sounds as determined 
by a means such as the test herein described. 
A recent study was conducted by Sco1it and Wilsonl to see how well 
or how poorly current viewpoints on spelling ani . testing are realized 
when popular standardized tests are given to pupils who have used a 
particular speller as a basic text. The following conclusions were 
drawn: 
1. It is possible to choose a test for a grade that will 
make that grade shawn to an advantage. 
2. A grade placement on the basis. of a large percentage 
of misspelling of attempted words is of doubtful value. 
3. Testing pupils on words which they have not studied or 
words quite beyond reasonable expectations of mastery 
is bad educational policy. 
1 Scott, Helen E. _and Wilson, G. M. "A Critical F~ation of 
Spelling Words in One Speller in Relation to Four Standardized 
Tests in Spelling." Journal of Educational Research 49:331; 
January 1956. 
21. 
4. Apparently teachers must be taught curricular principles 
for choosing words for spelling and then the proper testing 
program on the words chosen. 
The vocabulary of children's writing in the class as a whole 
according to Hildreth1, will differ somewhat from the vocabular,y 
needed b.Y another class of the same grade level, either because of 
linguistic competence of the pupils or because of the difference in 
study themes. -Furthermore, she feels that the list in one community 
cannot be identical with that in another community because of local 
usages. 
Research indicates that there is considerable controversy in the 
area of spelling errors, methods of teaching, and word selection. It 
is evident from these readings that there is further need for inves-
tigation in this area. 
1 Hildreth, Gertrude. "Spelling as a Tool." Elementary School Journal 
48:35; September 1947. 
CHAPI'ER I II 
PROCEDURE 
22. 
Restatement of the Problem: The purpose of this study was to 
compi le, tabulate, and analyze the spelling errors of the three thi rd 
grB.des for an eight week period. 
Methods of Collection Errors: At the close of each day, all the 
written work of the 77 pupils was collected and carefully checked f or 
spelling errors. 
Collecting Data: A file card was made for each child on which was 
listed the misspelled words and the types of errors.. Each card was 
divided on one side into subject areas: arithmetic, language, spelling, 
social studies, and science; the other side was used to record types of 
errors. Following is a sample or the type of card used. 
23. 
~-----------~--------~------~--------~-------j 
Compilation of S £t!lling Errors : At the c lee e of the eight -week 
period of collecting spelling errors, the process of compilation was 
started. 
Every misspelled ward on the individual t s file card was arranged 
in alphabetical order within each_ subject heading. Then all words 
misspelled by the entire group of 77 pupils were arranged in a1pha-
betical order. Finally an entire list was arranged in alphabetical 
order not according to the subject heading. 
During the process of compilation, the following notations were 
made for each word: 
1 
1.. The number. of times the word was misspelled. 
2. The types of errors. 
3. The grade level of the word which shaKed whether or not 
the word had been taught in the spelling curriculum or if 
it was not listed in the spelling text.l 
Words We Write. Silver Burdett Company. 
24. 
Tabulation of Spelling Errors: Each word in the entire list of 
spelling errors was tabulated in the following manner: 
1. The grade level of the word up to grade eight was noted 
according to the text. 
2. The supplementary words were noted. These were words 
that were not listed in the text. 
3. The number of errors for each word in each subject was 
noted. 
4. The total number of misspellings for each word were 
recorded. 
5. The total number of spelling errors were listed. 
The list may be found in the appendix. 
Analysis of Spelling Errors: The classifications that were used 
in analyzing these errors were those most often used by research 
workers in the field of spelling. The types of errors used in this 
study were those of: 
1. Omission- evy (every). 
2. Addition - haveing (having). 
3. Phonetic -bot (bought). 
4. Substitution - pritty (pretty). 
5. Transposition- praty (party). 
The most frequent types of errors were tabulated for the compila-
tion of data arranged in alphabetical order by subjects containing the 
misspelled words and their erroneous spellings and the results are 
presented in the next chapter • 
CHAPI'ER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
25. 
The data are analyzed to determine types and frequency of errors 
in: 
1. Words taught previously in spelling. 
2. Words to be taught later in the spelling text. 
3. Words occurring in each subject area. 
Table I shows the frequency of misspelled words according to the 
level of the spelling text used as well as the supplementary words that 
were not included at any level. 
TABLE I 
Grade Level of Words Misspelled 
Grade Frequency 
2 157 
3 191 
4 165 
5 102 
6 65 
7 28 
8 1.8 
Supplementary 45 
Total 771 
The words ranged from grade two to eight with 45 words not 
occurring at any level. 
Table II shows the number of different words misspelled and the 
total number of misspellings in each subject matter area. 
Table II 
Total MissEellings in Subject Matter Areas 
Sub~ect Words Miss~lled Total Miss~lli~s 
Lan~~e 551 1,~168 
Spelling 182 464 
Social Studies 172 290 
Science 91 137 
Arithmetic 54 133 
Totals 1 1050 21182 
26. 
There were 1,050 different words misspelled; the largest number, 
551, in language and the fewest, 54, in arithmetic. The highest in the 
totals was again language, 1,168, and science and arithmetic were close 
on the low, 137 and 133 respectively. 
Table III shows the words most frequently misspelled arranged i n 
rank order from high to low with the grade level in the text at which 
it occurs. Any word which had not been taught in grade three at the 
time of this study is listed as 3s. 
27. 
TABLE III 
Words Most Frequently Misspelled 
No. Pupils Total 
Word Misspelling Miss;eellings Grade Level 
there 25 40 2 
they 15 30 2 
every 16 23 3s 
pretty 16 22 2 
with 13 21 2 
brother 16 20 3s 
indian 12 20 3s 
party 14 20 2 
went 13 19 2 
street 12 16 3s 
their 12 16 3s 
where 9 15 2 
thanksgiving 13 15 5 
arithmetic 10 14 6 
christmas 12 13 3s 
mueh 9 13 3s 
orange 11 13 3s 
ground 9 12 3s 
heard 9 12 3s 
hundred 4 12 4 
28. 
No. Pupils Total 
· Word Misspelling Misspellings Grade Level 
people 8 12 4 
witches 1 12 4 
afternoon 10 11 3s 
dark 10 11 Js 
does 8 11 3 
pumpkin 9 11 4 
sister 10 11 Js 
than 8 11 3s 
fairies 7 10 3s 
getting 6 10 5 
glad 8 10 2 
here 5 10 2 
himself' 7 10 4 
· kittens 5 10 2 
large 10 10 Js 
morning 6 10 2 
units 2 10 8 
when 8 10 2 
white 10 10 2 
carrying 1 9 3s 
house 7 9 2 
pilgrims 9 9 5 
trucks 7 9 5 
29. 
No. Pupils Total 
Word Misspelling Misspelli~ Grade Level 
very 6 9 2 
witch 5 9 4 
boards 4 8 4 
father 5 8 2 
know 6 8 2 
were 8 8 2 
wish 6 8 3s 
because 1 1 4 
bought 7 1 4 
bricks 4 1 5 
buy 3 1 3s 
children 5 1 3s 
drink 6 1 3s 
ghost 4 1 8 
goes 6 1 3s 
grandmother 4 1 5 
makes 4 1 2 
nothing 5 1 3s 
said 4 1 2 
shoes 6 1 3s 
stick 6 7 3s 
tried 6 1 3s 
30. 
No. Pupils Total 
Word Misspell in~ 
-
Misspellings Grade Level 
almost 5 6 4 
animals 6 6 4 
best 6 6 3s 
boat 4 6 2 
brought 6 6 4 
brown 5 6 2 
called 3 6 6 
carries 4 6 4 
dollar 3 6 3s 
eight 4 6 3s 
had 4 6 2 
left 5 6 3s 
like 4 6 2 
opened 5 6 2 
paper 3 6 3s 
play 5 6 2 
playing 6 6 2 
rabbits 2 6 2 
summer 5 6 3s 
too 4 6 3a 
two 3 6 2 
would 5 6 3s 
31 
Table IV shows the most frequently misspelled words classified 
according to types o:f errors. 
TABLE IV 
Classification of Errors 
Word Transposition Addition Phonetic Substitution Omission 
there their 
they thay 
every evry 
prett y pritty 
with wiht 
brother bother 
indian indions 
party praty 
went want 
street steet 
their there 
where were 
thanksgiving thanksgiveing 
arithmetic aritmetic 
christJmLs chritrnas 
much mch 
orange orang 
ground grownd 
Word 
heard 
hundred 
people 
witches 
afternoon 
dark 
does 
pumpkin 
sister 
than 
fairies 
getting 
glad 
here 
himself 
kittens 
large 
morning 
units 
when 
white 
carrying 
house 
32. 
Transposition Addition Phonetic Substitution Omission 
herd 
hunred 
peple 
lfichs 
aftarnoon 
drak 
dose 
pumkin 
sester 
then 
fairys 
geting 
gald 
hear 
himsen 
kettens 
lage 
moning 
uinte 
went 
whit 
earring 
huose 
33. 
Word Transposition Addition Phonetic Substitution Omission 
pilgrims pilgrems 
trucks tracks 
very vary 
witch wich 
boards bords 
father farther 
know no 
were where 
wish wieh 
because be case 
bought bot 
bricks breeks 
buy by 
children cheldren 
drink drenk 
ghost gost 
goes gose 
grandmother granmotber 
makes maks 
nothing noting 
said siad 
shoes shoos 
stick steck 
34. 
Word Transposition Addition Phonetic Substitution Omission 
tried tride 
almost allmost 
animals animls 
beat bast 
boat boot 
brought brot 
brotrn broun 
called cald 
carries carrys 
dollar doller 
eight eigth 
had hade 
left laft 
like lik 
opened opend 
paper peper 
play paly 
playing palying 
rabbits ribbits 
summer sammer 
too to 
two too 
would wood 
• 
·--
35. 
Table V shOW's the total errors in each classification. 
TABLE V 
Total Errors 
Types Number 
Substitution 771 
Omission 761 
Transposition 277 
Addition 242 
Phonetic 131 
Total 2182 
Substitutions and omissions were the most common errors, 771 and 
761 respectively. The least commonwas phonetic, 131. Transposition 
and additionwere quite comparable, 277 and 242 respectively • 
CHAPI'ER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
36. 
The purpose of this study was to compile, tabulate, and analyze all 
the sp~lling errors made by 77 third grade pupils for an eight week 
period. All of the written work during the period was collected and 
the errors were analyzed. 
Conclusions: 
1. There is a need for adjusting a published spelling list 
to local needs. 
2. Yany words misspelled by these third grade children are 
not tau~ht in the spelling program at this level. 
a. Of 771 misspelled words 1 166 would be taught 
later in grade three. 
b. 379 were on lists for grades four through 
eight. Forty-five did not occur in any list. 
c. or the 87 most frequently misspelled words, 57 
were above grade three level. 
3. There· appears t .o be little transfer of the spelling 
lessons. 
a. The largest number of . errors was in language, 
1,168 • 
. b. There were 182 errors in words taught before 
the study began. 
4. An analysis by ty-pe of error shOifed them in this descend-
ing order, 771 substitutions, 761 omissions, 277 transpo-
sitio~, 242 additions, and 131 phonetic errors • 
. S. The five most frequently misspelled words were: there, 
they, every, pretty, and with. 
31. 
Suggestions for Further Stud{ 
1. Extend this study for a sixteen week period to see 1.1' 
the conclusions would be the same. 
2. Conduct a study with · one group of children to extend 
over the school year. 
3. Conduct a study to determine. whether · spelling errors 
are more often made by boys or girls. 
4. Using one group of children as a control group and 
one group as an experimental group; compare two diff-
erent methods of teaching spelling. 
5. Conduct a study of this nature at a higher grade level 
to determine whether the transfer becomes greater or 
poorer as time goes on. 
38. 
APPENDIX 
All Words Listed That Have Been Misspelled 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total . Errors . in . in in in 
Word Level Missp. Insp. Lang. Soc .st. Science Arith. 
about 2 1 
above 3s 2 1 1 
ache 6 1 1 
across 4 3 1 2 
adventure 1 1 1 
afraid 4 1 1 
after 2 1 
af ternoon 3s 11 10 1 
again 3s 3 2 1 
ago 5 1 1 
air 4 1 1 
almost 4 6 1 4 1 
alphabetical 3s 3 3 
already 5 2 2 
also 6 2 2 
altogether 1 1 1 
am 2 2 2 
angel 6 1 1 
angels 6 3 3 
animal 4 1 1 
39. 
Errors ~ors Errors Errors 
Grade Total . Errors in . iD. in in 
Word level Missp. In sp. Lang. soc.st. Science Arith. 
animals 4 6 3 3 
another 3s 3 3 
answer 5 1 1 
any 3s 3 2 1 
apple 2 1 1 
apples 2 1 
are 2 1 1 
arithmetic 6 14 1 13 
arms 8 1 1 
around 3s 4 1 3 
asked 4 2 2 
aunt 4 1 1 
attention 1 1 1 
augusta 3s 1 1 
babies 3 1 1 
back 2 1 1 
backwards 1 1 1 
badgers B 1 1 
bag 2 2 2 
baking 5 1 1 
bang 3s 2 1 1 
bare 5 1 1 
40. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total . Errors in iii in in 
Word Level Missp. in Sp. Lang. soc.st. Science Arith. 
bark 3s 2 2 
barked 3s 1 1 
barn 3 1 1 
baseball 5 1 1 
basket 4 2 2 
bear Js 5 5 
beaver s 2 2 
because 4 1 2 4 1 
been Js 4 1 3 
before 3s 3 2 1 
began 4 2 2 
beggar 7 1 1 
believe 5 2 1 1 
best 3s 6 6 
better 3 2 2 
bicycle 6 1 1 
bigger 4 2 1 1 
biggest 5 1 1 
bike s 1 1 
birds 2 1 1 
birthday 5 1 1 
black 2 4 1 3 
•-
41 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total " Errors in · in in in -
Word Level Missp. in Sp. Lang. Soc.st. Science Arith. 
blue 2 1 1 
boards 4 8 2 6 
boat 2 6 2 4 
boats 6 1 1 
bought 4 7 4 1 2 
bowl 6 1 1 
boxes 2 5 3 2 
branches 4 1 1 
bricks 5 7 4 3 
bright 3s 5 2 3 
brooms 5 2 2 
brother 3s 20 12 8 
brothers 3s 2 2 
brought 4 6 4 1 1 
brown 2 6 6 
bugs 4 1 1 
build 4 3 2 1 
buildings 6 3 1 2 
built 4 1 1 
bulbs 4 3 3 
busy 4 1 1 
but 2 1 1 
42. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total · Errors in in in in 
Word Level J.ti.ssp. In Sp. Lang. soc.st. Science Arith 
butterflies 8 1 1 
butterfly 3s 1 1 
buy 3s 7 2 3 2 
by 2 2 1 1 
cake 2 1 1 
called 2 6 2 2 2 
call s 2 1 1 
came 2 3 1 2 
can 2 2 2 
candy 3s 2 2 
carefully 6 2 2 
carols 6 1 1 
carries 6 6 6 
carry 3 1 1 
carrying 3s 9 2 4 3 
caterpillar 7 1 1 
celebrate 8 2 1 1 
cement 6 1 1 
change 6 1 1 
chicken 4 2 2 
children 3s 7 1 3 3 
chocolate 7 1 1 
choir 7 1 1 
43. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total · Errors in i.D. in in 
Word Level Missp. in Sp. Lang. soc.st. Science Arith. 
christmas 3s 13 4 9 
church 5 1 1 
cigarettes s 3 3 
circus 4 1 1 
city 3 3 3 
claws s 2 1 
clean 3s 1 1 
clearly 4 1 1 
climb 4 4 4 
clock 4 2 2 
closed 5 1 1 
clothes 5 4 2 2 
club 7 1 1 
coats 2 1 1 
color 3s 5 2 2 1 
colors 3s 3 2 1 
columbus 8 1 1 
come 2 2 2 
coming 3s 4 3 1 
cookies 4 2 1 1 
corn 3 3 3 
corner 5 1 1 
44. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Tot a1 · Errors in · iil iil in 
Word Level Missp. In Sp. Lang. soc.st. Science Arith 
could 3s 4 1 2 1 
couldn't 4 1 1 
counter 8 1 1 
crash 6 1 1 
cream 4 3 3 
cuddles s 1 1 
cut 2 1 1 
cuter 5 1 1 
daddy 4 4 3 1 
dangerous 5 3 2 1 
dark 3s 11 1 10 
day 2 1 1 
dead 4 1 1 
December 4 3 3 
decorate 6 1 1 
deer 4 2 2 
dentist 6 1 1 
desert 7 1 1 
dictation s 2 2 
did 2 1 1 
died 5 1 1 
dinner 2 5 5 
• 
45. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total Errors iri ' iii in in 
Word Level Missp. In Sp. Lang. . Soc.st. Science Arith 
disagreed 8 1 1 
dish 3s 4 4 
dishes 3s 1 1 
ditches 6 1 1 
doctor 6 1 1 
does 3 11 1 1 7 2 
doesn't 4 3 3 
dollar 4 6 2 4 
donkey 6 1 1 
don't 4 1 1 
dress 3s 3 1 1 1 
drill 8 1 1 
drink 3s 7 7 
dropped 4 1 1 
drums 4 1 1 
ducks 4 1 1 
dull 5 1 1 
dyed 7 1 1 
each 3s 4 4 
early 3s 1 1 
earth 5 1 1 
eat 2 1 1 
eggs 2 1 1 
e 46. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total Errors in " iri in in 
Word Level Missp. InSp. Lang. Soc.st. Science Arith. 
eight 3s 6 6 
eighty 5 3 3 
,I either 6 2 2 
elephant 5 1 1 
end 3 3 3 
enemies 8 1 1 
ever 3 1 1 
every 3e 23 14 3 6 
everybody 5 1 1 
everyone 5 1 1 
everything 4 2 2 
eyes 3s 2 2 
face 3s 5 2 3 
faces 3s 5 3 2 
factory 6 1 1 
fairies 3s 10 8 2 
fairy 3s 6 5 1 
fall 2 1 1 
families 5 1 1 
forest 5 4 1 1 2 
forth 8 1 1 
forty 5 1 1 
47. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total Errors in . iil in in 
Word Level Missp. In Sp. Lang. soc.st. Science Arith. 
found 2 1 1 
foxes 4 1 1 
fresh 4 1 1 
Friday 4 1 1 
friend 4 5 3 2 
friendly 4 4 1 2 1 
frighten 6 1 1 
frightened 6 1 1 
fran 2 4 2 1 1 
front 4 1 1 
frosting 4 1 1 
fruit 4 1 1 
fuel 7 1 1 
full 3 4 3 1 
fun 2 1 1 
funny 2 3 3 
fur 4 1 1 
gave 2 3 2 1 
get 2 3 1 2 
getting 5 10 8 2 
ghost 8 7 6 1 
48. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total - Errors in iri in in 
Word Level Missp. In Sp. Lang. soc .s.t. Science Ari.th. 
gifts 4 1 1 
girl 2 3 1 2 
give 2 1 1 
giving 4 1 1 
glad 2 10 1 1 2 
goblin s 1 1 
goes 3s 1 1 4 1 1 
gold 3s 1 1 
gone 3s 1 1 
got 2 3 2 1 
grade 4 2 1 1 
grandmother 5 1 2 5 
grass 3s 3 1 1 1 
gray 3s 1 1 
great 3s 2 1 1 
green 2 1 1 
grew 3s 3 3 
groceries 5 1 1 
ground 3s 12 6 3 2 1 
guess 5 2 2 
had 2 6 2 3 1 
half 3s 3 1 1 1 
49. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total Errors in iil in 'in 
Word Level Missp. InSp. Lang. Soc.st. Science Arith. 
halloween 4 4 2 2 
hand 2 1 1 
happen 5 1 1 
happened 5 2 2 
happily 5 2 2 
happy 2 2 1 1 
hard 3s 3 3 
has 2 1 1 
haul 6 1 1 
have 2 5 2 1 1 1 
having 3s 2 2 
family 5 1 1 
farm 2 2 2 
farmer 3 5 2 3 
fast 2 3 1 2 
fat 2 2 2 
father 2 8 3 5 
feast 7 5 5 
feel 5 1 1 
fence 5 3 1 2 
few 3s 4 4 
field 4 3 2 1 
50. 
EITors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total · Errors in · in in in 
Word Level Mi.ssp. InSp. Lang. Soc.st. Scieo:e Arith. 
fifty 5 3 3 
fjlm 6 1 1 
find 2 2 2 
fire 3s 2 1 1. 
first 2 5 1 4 
fish 3s 2 2 
five 2 1 1 
flew 3 1 1 
fli es 4 5 4 1 
floor 3s 2 1 1 
flowers 3 2 1 1 
fly 2 1 1 
foliage s 1 1 
food 3s 3 2 1 
foot 3 1 1 
for 2 1 1 
hay 3 1 1 
head 3s 5 5 
hear 3s 3 3 
heard 3s 12 8 3 1 
heart 5 2 1 1 
heaven 7 1 1 
Grade 
\ford Level 
heavy .5 
held 3s 
hello 6 
help 2 
here 2 
hidden .5 
hide 3s 
high 3s 
higher 3s 
highest 4 
hill 3s 
him 2 
himself 4 
hie 2 
hole 4 
holiday 1 
hollow 8 
home 2 
honey 
.5 
hope 4 
hoped 4 
hopes 4 
Errors 
Total - Errors in 
Missp, InSp. Lang. 
1 1 
4 1 3 
3 3 
.5 1 4 
10 4 4 
1 
2 2 
3 2 1 
1 1 
1 
1 1 
4 3 1 
10 4 
2 1 
2 
2 1 
1 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
on 
School of Education 
Library 
.51 
Errors Errors Errors 
in in in 
Soc.st. Science Arith. 
1 1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
2 
1 
1 
52 .. 
Errors Errors Ji;rrors F..rrors 
Grade Total · Errors in iD in in 
Word Level Missp. In Sp. Lang. soc.st .. Scimce Arith. 
hoping 5 1 1 
horse 3s 3 2 1 
horses 3s 2 2 
house 2 9 2 6 1 
house~! 2 3 3 
hundred 4 12 1 11 
hung s 1 1 
hungry 4 1 1 
hurried 5 4 4 
hurries 5 4 4 
hurry 4 1 1 
hurrying 4 1 1 
indian 3s 20 14 6 
indians 3s 5 2 3 
information 8 2 1 1 
ingredients s 1 1 
inside 3s 3 1 2 
into 2 2 2 
invited 4 1 1 
inquired 8 1 1 
isn't 4 1 1 
it 2 1 1 
---- -
---
53. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total Errors in ill in in 
Word Level Missp. InSp. Lang. soc.st. Science Arith. 
itself' 5 2 2 
Jesus s 2 2 
juice 5 1 1 
j~ 2 1 1 
just 3s 1 1 
keep 3s 1 l 
kidnapper s 1 l 
killed 4 l l 
kind 3s l l 
kittens 2 10 9 1 
kitty 2 1 1 
knees 6 l 1 
knew 3s 2 1 1 
knife 4 l l 
knock 5 1 1 
knocked 5 1 l 
knocks 5 1 1 
know 2 8 7 1 
ladder 4 3 1 2 
landed 5 1 l 
language 6 2 2 
lanterns 6 2 2 
54. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total · Errors in · 'ill in in 
Word Level Missp. InSp. Lang. soo .st. Science Arith. 
large 3s 10 9 1 
larger 3s 3 3 
largest 4 2 2 
last 2 4 1 3 
later 3s 2 1 1 
laugh 4 1 1 
laughed 4 1 1 
learn 4 1 1 
learning 4 1 1 
leaves 4 5 1 1 3 
left 3s 6 6 
let 2 3 2 1 
letter 3s 2 1 1 
library 6 1 1 
lie 4 1 1 
life 4 1 1 
lighted 3a 1 1 
like 2 6 4 1 1 • 
little 2 1 1 
live 2 5 
lives 3 1 1 
55. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total ' 'Errors in · ill in in 
Word Level Missp. In Sp. Lang. Soc.st. Science Arith. 
living 5 2 2 
loads 4 1 1 
logs 4 1 1 
long 2 1 1 
l ooked 2 1 1 
lose 5 1 .. 1 
lost 3s 1 1 
l ot 6 1 1 
lots 6 2 1 1 
louder 4 3 l 2 
loudly 4 1 1 
lumber 1 5 2 3 
lunch 4 1 1 
machi nes 6 1 1 
made 2 1 1 
maine s 2 2 
make 2 1 1 
makes 2 7 2 5 
making 3s 3 3 
many 3 5 l 3 1 
maple 5 1 1 
marbles 3s 2 2 
---- --- ---~ ---
56. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total · Errors in in in in 
Word Level . Missp. In Sp. Lang. Soc. St. Science Arith. 
married s 1 1 
mask 4 1 1 
maybe 4 1 1 
mean 3s 1 1 
lll!ans 1 4 4 
meat 4 1 1 
medicine 7 1 1 
meet 3s 2 2 
men 3s 1 1 
merry 5 2 2 
met 3s 2 2 
migration s 2 2 
mill 5 5 5 
mischief 8 2 2 
mitten 4 1 1 
money 4 3 1 1 1 
monkey 4 1 1 
monkeys 4 1 1 
more 3s 5 3 2 
morning 2 10 10 
most 3s 1 1 
mother 2 3 2 1 
-e 57. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total · Errors in in in in 
Word Level Missp. In Sp. Lang. soc .st. Science Arith • 
• 
mouth 4 1 1 
movie s 2 2 
Mrs. 3s 1 1 
much .3w 13 4 3 1 
muskrat s 4 4 
my 2 2 1 1 
myself 4 1 1 
name 2 2 2 
naughty 6 1 1 
near 3s 4 4 
~eck 4 1 1 
need 3s 2 2 
nest 2 3 3 
never 3s 4 2 2 
new 2 1 1 
next 3s 3 1 2 
nice 6 1 1 
nicest s 2 2 
night 2 3 3 
no 2 1 1 
nobody 5 1 1 
noise 4 1 1 
58. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total · Errors in · in in in 
Word Level lfissp. In Sp. Lang. Soc.st. Science Arith. 
north 4 1 1 
nose 4 2 1 1 
nothing 3s 7 6 1 
November 4 3 1 2 
nOif 2 1 1 
nuts 3e 2 1 1 
Oakland s 1 1 
October 4 1 1 
of 2 4 2 2 
off 2 3 1 1 1 
ott en 5 1 1 
on 2 3 1 2 
once 3s 3 3 
one 2 1 1 
open 2 1 1 
opened 2 6 5 1 
orange 3s 13 7 6 
other 3 4 2 1 1 
ought 6 1 1 
our 4 1 1 
out 2 1 1 
--
over 2 1 1 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total · Errors in " in in in 
Word Level Missp. In Sp. Lang. soc.st. Science Arith. 
pai nt 3s 2 2 
painted 3s 1 1 
pal s 1 1 
paper 3s 6 1 4 1 
park 4 2 2 
party 2 20 10 10 
past 6 1 1 
patrols s 1 1 
peas 4 1 1 
pencil 4 4 4 
pennies 4 1 1 
penny 4 5 2 3 
people 4 12 7 3 2 
person 6 2 2 
pet 2 1 1 
picked 3 1 1 
pict.ure 4 1 1 
pictures 4 2 2 
piece 6 4 3 1 
pig 2 2 2 
pilgrims 5 9 4 4 1 
pillOW' 5 1 1 
60. 
Errors Errors Errc>rs Errors Grade Total · Errors . iii . ii1 iri ' in Word Level Missp. InSp. Lang. Soc.st. Science Arith. 
plant 3s 3 2 1 
plants 3s 1 1 
play 2 6 1 5 
played 2 4 3 1 
playing 2 6 5 l 
playful s l 1 
please 3s 1 1 
Plymouth s 1 l 
pocket 5 1 1 
poisonous 7 1 1 
policeman 6 1 1 
ponies s 1 1 
pony 4 1 1 
popped s 3 3 
poor 3s 1 1 
postman 4 1 1 
potatoes 6 2 1 1 
prayed 5 l l 
present 7 1 1 
presents 8 1 1 
pretty 2 22 5 }.4 1 2 
promise 6 1 1 
61. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total Errors in in in in 
Word Level Missp. In Sp. Lang. soc.st. Science Arith. 
pull 3s 2 2 
pumpkin 4 11 1 1 3 
puppy 3 4 4 
pushed 3s 2 2 
quarters 5 1 1 
queer 5 1 1 
quiet 5 1 1 
rabbit 2 1 1 
rabbits 2 6 4 2 
raccoon B 1 1 
race 4 1 1 
rainy 4 1 1 
rake 5 1 1 
raked 5 1 1 
rakes 5 1 1 
raking s 2 2 
ran 2 1 1 
reached 4 1 1 
read 2 1 1 
ready 3s 4 2 1 1 
really 6 1 1 1 
recess 6 1 1 
62. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total Errors in in in in 
Word Level Missp. In Sp. Lang. soc.st. Science Arith. 
red 2 1 1 
reindeer 4 l 1 
rest 3 3 1 2 
ride 2 1 1 
riding 3s 5 2 3 
right 3s 1 1 
rock 4 2 2 
rodents s 1 1 
rooms 3s 1 1 
roses 3 1 1 
round 3s 2 2 
running 4 4 1 2 1 
runs 3s 2 2 
safe 4 5 4 1 
said 2 7 5 2 
sa:Ued 4 l l 
same 4 l 1 
sang 3~ l 1 
Santa Clau~ 4 1 l 
sat 2 1 1 
save 5 1 1 
saw 2 3 1 1 1 
1\ 
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,, 63. 
,, 
!I !l ~~ 
jl Word 
!I 
!1 says 
!I ~~ scare 
II 
11 scared 
il H scary 
II j! school 
_, 
I• scolded 
II il second 
I
'. I self I, 
jl shall 
,I 
!!, ' share 
shared 
shares 
sharing 
sharp 
shell 
shelter 
shepherd 
shining 
shoes 
shoot 
shoots 
shot 
Grade Total Errors 
Level Missp. In Sp. 
7 
7 
s 
2 
6 
4 
4 
3s 
6 
6 
6 
6 
4 
4 
1 
8 
4 
3s 
4 
4 
4 
1 
5 
4 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
Errors 
in 
Lang. 
1 
5 
4 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
Errors 
in 
soc.st. 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 6 
1 
1 
1 1 
Errors 
in 
Science 
1 
Errors 
in 
Arith. 
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!1 64. ! 
jl !· 
I II 
ll•j ll Errors Errors Errors Errors ~~ Grade Total Errors in in in in il 
L Word Level Missp. · In Sp. Lang. Soc .st. Science Ari th. !I 
'i II 
'I J ! 'I l. show 2 2 2 I· 
I! ;'I 1~ sick 4 2 1 · 1 • 
.: f. 
• I •I j! ,, 
·i silent 6 4 4 !1 
'1 ~~ I 5 11 !· silky 1 1 !I 
singing 3s 2 2 11 
•I 
sister 
sitting 
sixty 
size 
skate 
skated 
skates 
skating 
sldiiig 
sky 
slapping 
sled 
sleep 
small 
smaller 
smiles 
snap 
3s 
4 
5 
6 
4 
4 
4 
5 
1 
3s 
2 
3s 
3s 
11 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
9 1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
3 1 
1 
2 
1 1 1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
II 
II j! ,, 
I! 
'I !i 
'· II 
tl 
tl 
II ,, 
,, 
'I 
'I I. 
II II II 
II 
I 
II 
11 
tl 
'I I 
I 
I 
l +=-~~ 
'I 
II 
i 
~ ~ !i II 
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! 65 • . ljl 
~ I 
!'! ll Errors Errors Errore Errors 
1!' Grade Total Errors in in in in !1 
:
1 
Word Level :Missp. In Sp. Lang. Soc.st. Science Arith. 1 
,, ! 
I'! snow 3s 4 4 !1 i 11l 
r ·1 lj snowman s 1 1 1, 
I! so 2 2 2 11 l! !I ~~l softly 4 2 2 I: 
!I l! ll eore 2 2 2 11 
!I something 3 3 2 1 !I 
~ sometimes 4 4 3 1 
1 1 song 2 1 1 1 1 I I 
'I sound 3s 4 4 I 
I! source 8 1 1 l~ ( ,, 
II 1 ll ;l speak 5 1 II 
1
1
1 spelling 4 5 5 , 
~~~ spend 3s 2 2 l 
!. l'l spooky s 1 1 
!I II ~~~ spoons 4 2 2 :I 
i 11 
11 
spring 3s 3 3 11 
!1 squirrel 5 1 1 1j 
U r il . I' squirrels 5 2 2 I 
ll stable 6 1 1 I! 
'I I' i. stair ~ 3 3 I r ~ ~ ~~ star 3s 1 1 11 
J ' !j start 3s 1 1 !1 
It II 
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II 66• II 
11 I! li Errors Errors Errors Errors 11 11 Grade Total Errors in in in in 1 II )I Word Level Missp. In Sp. Lang. Soc .st. Science Ari th. 11 
~ ~ 
1! started 3s 1 1 ~~ 
u II 
1: starts 3s 1 1 I! li H 
II step 4 2 2 II 
j1 stick 3s 1 5 2 11 
tj still 3s 1 1 ll I, I 
II I II . 
l
l stole 6 1 1 I 
! I il stone 3s 2 2 1 
ji store 2 4 3 1 !1 
!1 stores 2 2 1 1 
II 
ij I. stori es 4 2 2 
'I II storm 1 1 
story 2 s 1 4 
street 3s 16 3 11 2 
streets 3s 4 4 
string 3s 2 2 
strong 4 2 2 
stronger 4 1 1 
studied 6 2 2 
study 5 4 1 3 
studying 5 3 3 
stumps 5 1 1 
sugar 5 1 1 
67. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total Errors in in in in 
Word Level Missp .• InSp. Lang. Soc.st. Science Arith. 
suit 5 2 1 1 
summer 3s 6 6 
sunny 5 1 1 
supper 3s 2 2 
supposed 6 1 1 
sure 5 1 1 
sweet 3 1 1 
table 2 3 3 
take 2 2 2 
talk 3s 4 4 
tame 4 1 1 
taxes 1 1 1 
teach 3s 1 1 
teacher 3s 1 1 
tear 4 1 1 
teeth 4 4 4 
telephone 6 1 1 
tell 2 2 2 
telling 2 3 1 2 
ten 2 1 1 
than 3s 11 2 9 
thank 2 2 2 
:i 
lj 
h 
j\ 
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68. li 
Errors Errors Errors Errors I I Grade Total Errors in in in in il Word Level Missp. InSp. Lang. . soc .st. Science Arith. 
II 
thankful 5 l l I! 
thanksgiving 5 15 8 7 II II 
that 2 4 2 2 
!I 
16 4 their 3s 12 ,, 
I 
them 2 1 1 I 
I 
I 
themselves 5 1 1 I· 
then 2 3 3 I 
there 2 40 16 20 4 
,, 
I, 
these s 1 1 II !. 
they 2 30 7 9 9 5 
thick 4 l l 
things 3s 1 1 
think 3s 5 2 3 
thirteen 6 4 3 1 
thirty 5 3 3 
this 2 1 1 
those 3 5 5 
three 2 4 2 2 
through 5 3 2 1 
throw 4 1 1 
ticket 6 1 1 
tigers 4 2 2 
H 
II 
69. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total Errors in in in in 
Word Level Missp. In Sp. Lang. Soc.st. Science Arith. 
time 2 1 1 
tired 4 2 1 1 
toes 3s 1 1 
together 4 1 1 
told 3s 5 3 2 
tomorrow 4 4 4 
tonight 3s 5 5 
too 3s 6 6 
took 2 3 3 
touch 4 1 1 
town 3s 1 1 
treat 6 1 1 
tree 2 1 1 
trees 2 1 1 
trick 4 1 1 
tried 3s 1 4 3 
tries 3s 1 1 
tripped s 1 1 
trucks 5 9 3 2 3 1 
trying )s 5 1 4 
Tuesday 4 1 1 
tulip 4 2 2 
turkey 4 - 4 1 3 
70. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total Errors in in in in 
Word Level Missp. InSp. Lang. soc.st. Science Arith. 
turkeys 4 1 1 
two 2 6 6 
under 2 2 1 1 
underneath 6 1 1 
units 8 10 10 
until 6 5 3 2 
upon 4 3 1 2 
us 2 1 1 
use 3s 3 2 1 
using 7 1 1 
vegetable!: 6 2 1 1 
veil s 1 1 
very 2 9 7 2 
veteran s 1 1 
village 5 . 1 ' 1 
vowels s 2 2 
walk 2 3 3 
walked 8 5 5 
want 2 3 3 
was 2 1 1 
wash 3s 1 1 
watched 5 2 2 
71. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total Errors in in in in 
Word Level Missp. In Sp. Lang. Soc.st. Science Ari.th. 
water 2 1 1 
Waterville s 3 3 
waving 5 1 1 
wear 5 1 1 
weasel s 1 1 
weather 6 3 2 1 
Wednesday 4 3 3 
went 2 19 10 7 1 1 
were 2 8 1 5 2 
what 2 4 1 3 
when 2 10 1 6 3 
where 2 15 14 1 
which 3s 1 1 
while 3s 3 3 
whiskers s 1 1 
white 2 10 7 3 
who 2 2 2 
whole 5 3 2 1 
whose 4 1 1 
why 3s 1 1 
wife 5 1 1 
wilderness 8 1 1 
win 4 1 1 
72. 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
Grade Total Errors in in in in 
Word Level Mi. ssp. In Sp. Lang •. soc.st., Science Arith. 
wind.Oif 3s 1 1 
winter 3s 4 1 2 1 
wish 3s 8 3 5 
witch 4 9 9 
witches 4 12 2 8 2 
with 2 21 8 3 10 
woman 5 1 1 
wonderful 6 1 1 
words 3s 2 2 
work 2 4 3 1 
working 2 2 2 
worried 7 1 1 
worship 7 3 2 1 
worshipped s 1 1 
would 3s 6 4 2 
write 3s 1 1 
writer 5 1 1 
writing 4 5 5 
yard 3s 3 1 2 
yellow 2 2 2 
yesterday 4 5 5 
yet 3s 1 1 
yours 4 1 1 
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